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From Action Plan to Implementation
Achieving Your Goals
Questions to Run On

What in the world do I do now?
Speech Acts

Assertions
Assessments
Declarations
Requests
Offers
Commitments
Declarations

- Pure Leadership Speech Act
- Not Prove-able or Based on Data
- Powerful Motivators

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.” --- Declaration of Independence

“Before this decade is out, we will put a man on the moon and return him safely to earth.”
--- President John F. Kennedy
Powerful Declarations

“We were building cleaners, now we are building leaders and innovators”
Powerful Declarations

“I want to make sure there is a reservoir where my kids can fish in 20 years”
Requests & Offers

- Create the Future
- Unlock Natural Abundance With Less Effort
- Knit Us Together
- Generate Action in Groups
Making It Real…

- What **requests** for action do you have for this community of green cleaning leaders?

- What **offers** for action will you make to this community of green cleaning leaders.
Your Plan for Action

From Action Plan to Implementation: Achieving Your Goals

I am committed to protecting the health of my staff, students, community and the environment by implementing effective, financially sustainable green cleaning practices.

The results I am excited to achieve are:

The near-term actions I will take to apply the best practices I learned are:

- Apply for the Green Cleaning Award for Schools & Universities
- Identify and join local organizations
- Advocate for green cleaning at the local, state and federal level
- Join greencleanschools.org to learn about

In order to demonstrate my leadership in the Green Clean Schools Movement:

- Future events and resources to support my green cleaning efforts
- Follow up with two people I have met at this event and continue the conversation.

The Green Clean Schools Movement can count on me to:

Offers

Requests
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Getting into Action

- Write Your Action Plans
- Say It Out Loud: Share It at Your Tables
- Select Someone to Share with the Full Group
- Shower Them with Encouragement!
Thank You!

Gratitude
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Thank You to Our Track Sponsors

Presenting Sponsor
ISSA
Advancing Clean. Driving Innovation.

Platinum Sponsor
UNGER.
Quality Tools for Smart Cleaning™

Gold Sponsors
Bona®
Passion for wood floors
ECOLAB®
ECOS PRO™
GOJO®
ORBIO Technologies

Silver Sponsors
Americo
CleanCore
EnvirOx, LLC
GenEon Technologies
ProTeam
Solaris Paper
Spartan Chemical Company, Inc.
Tork, an Essity Brand
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